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SURFACE MODIFICATIONS BY STM ON A PASSIVATED 
Re(OOOl) SURFACE 

B. Marchonl •t , M. Salmeronl , and W. Siekhaus2 

1 Center for Advanced Materials, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
Berkeley, CA 94720, and 2 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 

Livermore, CA 94550. 

ABSTRACT 

We have produced surface modifications on the 100 A scale on a rhe
nium (0001) surface passivated by a saturation monolayer of sulfur and 
coated with a film of oil. By applying a potential of +3V to the crystal, we 
could locally dissolve away part of the surface, creating a 50 A deep hole . 

. The surface damage after creation of the hole extends to the surrounding 
area in the form of atomic steps. Reversing the bias from +3 to -3V, leads 
to migration of material from the tip onto the surface. Similar features 
are produced after gently touching the surface with the tip. Local barrier 
height images of the surface show a maximum on top of the deposits, which 
is indicative of a different chemical composition. 

t Permanent address: Laboratoire de Spectrochimie Infrarouge et Raman, 
CNRS, 94320 Thiais, France. 
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1 - INTRODUCTION 

The advent of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) has provided 

the scientist with a new tool for surface investigations on an atomi~ scale1,2. 

It allows for the first time the observation of atomic structures on the surface 

of various conductive materials. This technique is not limited to Ultra

High-Vacuum (UHV), and several studies have demonstrated its capability 

to achieve atomic resolution of surfaces in air3,4, or immersed in various 

liquidss,6. 

The design of the STM, where an atomically sharp tip is located only a 

few Angstroms above the surface being investigated, suggests that it might 

also be used as a tool for surface modifications on a nanometer scale. Several 

studies have already focused on this aspect. The simplest way of modify

ing a surface is probably to bring it in direct contact with the tip. This 

method has been applied successfully by Van de Walle et al.1 on Ag(OOl), 

Abraham et al. on a gold foil8, Jacklevic and Elie on a Au(111) surface9, 

and Gimzewski et al. on a silver foillo. With this method, holes or mounds 

can be created on the surface, depending on wether or not atomic adhesion 

occurs during the contact: if the tip does not adhere, only an indentation 

is formed1- 9 , whereas in the adhesion case, when retracted, the tip pulls 

up the top layers of the material, forming a bump on the surfacelO
• Other 
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authors have produced nanometer-scale patterns on a surface by perform

ing the STM experiment in an atmosphere of organometallic gas which can 

decompose locally under the tunneling currentll . An alternate way of per

forming lithography with an STM consists of raising the tunneL junction 

energy by increasing either the voltage bias or the tunneling current. The 

resulting high electric field and high current density can induce field evap

oration and/or local melting, leading to local modifications of the surfaceS. 

With such a procedure, Ringger et al.12, and Staufer et al.13 could produce 

lines and mounds of 20nm diameter on glassy alloy surfaces, in a repro

ducible manner. The atomic limit has even been approached by Becker et . 

al.14 who could produce an 8 A-size feature on a reconstucted Ge(111) sur

face. Finally, Schneir et aI.1S have studied the time evolution of the mounds 

formed after such treatment on an atomically Hat gold surface. The mech

anism of such phenomena is not fully understood, and is complicated by 

the fact that the tip is both the microscope probe and the modifying tool. 

The aim of this paper is to study the effect of electrochemically in

duced reactions to produce local surface modifications in a liquid envi

ronment: Imaging in such an environment has already been investigated 

by STM5, and electrochemical processes such as electrode faceting16 and 

electroplating on graphite11 have been studied. Very recently, Schneir and 

Hansma have been able to perform lithography on a gold film covered with 
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fluorocarbon grease18, creating a hole of a few nanometer dimension. 

The surface we studied is a (0001) plane of a rhenium single crys-

tal passivated by a saturation monolayer of sulfur. This layer is produced 

by depositing sulfur in a 1 to 2 (S:Re) atomic ratio, which fo~s an or

dered 2( va x v'3) overlayer19• Previous studies using Low Energy Electron 

Diffraction, Auger Spectroscopy and STM have shown that such a sur-

face is stable in air, and atomic structures tentatively assigned to sulfur 

atoms, as well as mono- and multi-atomic steps have been imaged in such 

environment 20. 

The low electrochemical potential for rhenium oxidation in water ( +0.3V)21 

makes it a good candidate for surface lithography by electromigration. The 

liquid medium we chose was silicone oil. Although it probably does not have 

the same solvation properties as water, it has the definite advantage of be-

ing non polar, which-makes negligible the ohmic conductance through the 

junction. The validity of the electrochemical model for surface modifica-

tion under liquids can be checked by reversing the bias polarity used in the 

lithographic process. In the case of a local surface melting for instance, 
. 

reversing the bias should not produce any change in the induced surface 

modification. On the other hand, an electrochemical process should lead 

to significant changes, according to the polarity used. 
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2 - EXPERIMENTAL 

Our STM experimental set-up has been described earlier22. In short, 

it consists of a piezoelectric tripod for the fine tip displacements. Sample . 
coarse and fine approach is provided by two micrometers. The STM im-

ages are acquired in times varying between 30 seconds and 1 minute and 

digitally stored on a magnetic medium. They consist of 128 lines with 256 

data points per line. An LSI11 computer (Digital Equipment) is used for 

both data acquisition and treatment. The tips used in this work, were made 

from a 0.020 inch diameter tungsten wire electrochemically etched in KOH. 

Typical imaging tunneling current and crystal bias were 2nA and +500m V. 

Barrier height images were obtained by modulating the tip-to-surface dis

tance at a frequency of 5kHz, with an amplitude of approximately 2 A. 

The Re(OOOl) surface was prepared in UHV. Sputtering with Argon 

and further annealing produced a clean and ordered surface as indicated by 

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and Low Energy Electron Diffraction 

(LEED). Sulfur deposition was performed by decomposition of Ag2S in an 

electrochemical cell directly placed in the UHV chamber. Sulfur coverage 

was monitored by AES until the saturation coverage of half a monolayer 

was reached, giving the 2( v'3 X ..;3) LEED pattern. The ~il used was Dow 

Corning 704 diffusion pump silicone oil. It was mixed with acetone in a 
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1:10 proportion and spread onto the crystal surface. After evaporation of 

the acetone, a thin film of oil several micron thick remained on the surface. 

Lithography was performed by the following procedure: First the tip was 

placed in the center of an atomically fiat area, then the bias pot~ntial was 

raised to the appropriate value for 2 seconds and decreased back to the 

imaging potential. 

3 - RESULTS 

Along with areas showing mono- and multi-atomic steps, very large, 

atomically fiat regions could be imaged on the surface. Figure 1 shows an 

example of such a region extending over 1500 x 1500 A. The total vertical 

range in this image is less than 10 A. We performed a lithography experi

ment by locating the tungsten tip in the middle of this area and raising the 

crystal bias to +3V for 2 seconds. During this process, the .current in the 

junction increased to a v8lue higher than 100nA. After the treatment, the 

same surface was imaged again and is reproduced in figure 2. The vertical 

range is now 50 A. A hole of approximately 300 x 500 A and 50 A deep 

has been created. The associated damage extends even farther away than 

the diameter of the hole, as a step can be clearly seen on the right-hand 

part of the image. A close-up view on this step (figure 3) shows that it is 
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ca. 6 A high, corresponding to two atomic layers. 

When the polarity at which the lithography is performed is reversed 

(-3V on the crystal for 2 seconds), no hole is created and instead, clusters 

with sizes ranging from 10 to 100 A are formed on the surface, ~cattered 

over an area greater than 1000 A. A 450x450 A region covered with such 

clusters is shown in figure 4. 

Clusters were also formed by gently touching the surface with the tip, 

in air. This is illustrated in figure 5a where a 300 x 300 A area of the surface 

was imaged after bringing tip and sample in contact. The image consist of 

three features similar to the clusters obtained after electromigration. The 

mounds shown in this figure are less than 10 A high, indicating that they 

are composed of only 2 to 3 atomic layers. 

In order to obtain more information on the chemical nature of these 

clusters, we imaged the same area in the local barrier height (LBH) mode. 

In this mode, the tip-to-sample distance is modulated at a frequency higher 

than the feed-back loop cutoff, and the AC part of the tunneling current 

is detected with a lock-in amplifier. This AC part is proportional to the 

square-root of the LBH, which is closely related to the local work function23
• 

Such method of imaging has been employed in several studies, and it can 

bring valuable information on the chemical nature of the surface atoms4,8,24. 

Figures Sa and Sb show the topographic and LBH images of the surface 
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clusters, respectively. It is immediately apparent that both images are 

highly correlated, indicating that the chemical nature of these clusters is 

different from the one of the clean surface. Some details which are not 

clearly visible on the topographic image are better resolved in the LBH 

map, such as the small feature located on the lower right portion of the 

image. They may originate from mono- or sub monolayer of material, which 

cannot be resolved on the topographic image taken at low resolution. It 

should be kept in mind that, as Binnig and Rohrer pointed out23, this kind 

of imaging contains topographic information as well, in direct proportion 

to the cosine of the slope angle. The observed variations were at least one 

order of magnitude greater than those expected from such topographical 

effects and are, therefore, truly due to a change in the chemical composition. 

Finally, we should stress that the surface modifications by electromi

gration that we described earlier were impossible to realize in air at the 

same voltage, indicating that the oil actually plays a role in the electromi

gration process. 

4 - DISCUSSION 

It is clear that a liquid medium favors the electromigration between 

the tungsten tip and the sulfur-covered rhenium surface. This is a well 
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known fact and is illustrated by the large difference between the oxidation 

potential of rhenium in water (0.3V) and its ionization potential in vacuum 

(7.9V)21. The presence of a solvent facilitates the ionization of a metal by 

solvating it, therefore reducing the activation barrier for electroo;rigration. 

The exact role of the oil is not known at this point, neither is the nature 

of the solvate with rhenium and/or tungsten cations. The presence of Si

O-Si chemical groups in the silicone oil molecules is likely to provide such 

chemical interactions. 

We have evidence for the oxidation of both the rhenium crystal and 

the tungsten tip at sample bias positive and negative, respectively .. At pos

itive sample bias, the oxidation must proceed firs (on the sulfur overlayer 

whose redox potential (S'-/S) in water (-0.48V) is comparable to that of 

rhenium. The electromigration then continues on the bulk of the metal. In 

our experiment, about 13 atomic layers have been dissolved (figure 2). The 

total number of rhenium atoms removed can be estimated at 50,000. Inter

estingly, this is far less than what can be calculated from the total number 

of electrons flowing across the junction during the electrolysis. We said 

previously that, when the bias was raised to 3 volts, the current increased 

to a value higher than 100nA for 2 seconds, which corresponds to about 

1012 electrons. This indicates that most of the current did not participate 

in the oxidation of rhenium atoms. 
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When a positive potential is applied to the tip, the oxidation affects 

the tungsten atoms which migrate to the rhenium crystal and eventually 

form clusters on the surface (figure 4). This is again consistent with the low 

redox potential for tungsten in water (-0.12V)21. It is not clear wether these 

clusters are composed of metallic tungsten or tungsten oxide which could be 

formed after oxidation with residual water and/or oxygen dissolved in the 

oil. Also, in contrast to the rhenium oxidation where the effect was localized 

on a small area, the clusters are spread over an area larger than 1000 A. 

This is perhaps due to the oxidation of several minitips in the tugsten 

probe, even if only the one that is closest to the surface participates to the 

imaging process. 

When the tip is brought in contact with the surface in air, a similar 

effect is produced, i.e. creation of clusters. Previous surface modification 

experiments by tip/surface contact reported in the literature7
- 10 were per-

formed on gold or silver which are ductile metals. Except in one case10 , 

they allIed to the formation of a hole. In our experiment, we did not ob-

serve any indentation on the crystal surface, and this may be explained by 

the high hardness of rhenium as compared to gold for example. A good 

estimate can be obtained from the Vickers hardness values, equal to 25 

and 135 kg/mm2 for gold and rhenium metals, respectively25. We might, 

therefore, assume that the sharp tungsten tip will not indent a rhenium 
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surface but instead, will deform and possibly leave some fragments on the 

rhenium surface when brought in contact with it. The barrier height map

ping performed on these clusters (figures 5a and 5b) clearly shows that their 

chemical nature is different from that of the unmodified rheniUIll surface. 

This brings an additional hint that they are composed of tungsten com

pounds (metal or oxide). Another explanation for the change in barrier 

height would be the presence of rhenium clusters non passivated by the 

sulfur overlayer. This is, however, unlikely, since a sulfur overlayer pro

duces an increase in the local barrier height on most metal surfaces, such 

as Mo( 00 1 )' •. 

As stated earlier, all the lithography experiments performed with an 

STM involve a modification of the tip as well. This is certainly true in 

our case, as atoms are either deposited on or removed from the tip. This 

effect does not seem to be too dramatic however, as we did not detect a 

significant shift in the tip position after the various treatments. Finally, 

the size of the'hole we could create by surface oxidation is somewhat larger 

than those reported in the literature and obtained by different techniques. 

In view of the possibility to use such a method to produce super-dense data 

storage devices, a systematic study of the effect of the various parameters 

involved (voltage, current, pulse duration ... ) is necessary. The same type 

of study, performed on different materials (tip and sample) with various 
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electrolytes, should also be undertaken. There is a reasonable hope that 

a better understanding of the system will then be achieved and that, as a 

result, smaller surface features (holes or clusters) will be obtained. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: 1500 x 1500A. topographic image of a Re(OOOI) passivated by 

half a monolayer of sulfur, and covered with silicon oil. This is a light

source simulated image. The light source is located on the left-hand side 

of the image. The vertical range is less than lOA.. 

Figure 2: The same area after applying +3V on the crystal for 2 sec

onds. The vertical range is now 50A.. 

Figure 3: Close up view of the step region located on the middle-right 

of figure 2. The vertical expansion factor is 2. 

a) before lithography 

b) after lithography 

Figure 4: 450 x 450A. topographic image of the surface after applying 

+3V on the tungsten tip for 2 seconds. The vertical range is 15A.. 

Figure 5: 300 x 300A. STM images of the surface clusters formed after 

touching the surface with the tungsten tip. 

a) Topographic image. The vertical expansion factor is 4. 

b) Barrier height image on the same spot (arbitrary units). 
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